
De’VIA Challenge 2016 Feb 29 Days  
Postings on De’VIA Central Facebook Day 6 –BIRDHOUSE motif  
 

 
“Birdhouses Poem” 
Brenda Aron 
(video 3:50) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aEV0Y8JNUZ8&feature=em-
upload_owner 
 

 
"Invisible birdhouse"  
Arnaud Balard 
www.facebook.com/Surdism 
 
C'est un dessin très intéressant pour moi car je viens de dessiner un nichoir 
invisible. C'est pour montrer que les Sourds ont un fabuleux instinct pour 



trouver tous seuls l'endroit qui les accueille ! C'est comme les pigeons 
voyageurs qui savent toujours où aller et où se reposer !  
TRANSLATION: This is a very interesting design for me because I just 
draw an invisible birdhouse. This is to show that the Deaf have a fabulous 
instinct to find the place, the only place that welcomes them—like a homing 
pigeon. 
 

 
“Birdcage” 
AJ Brown 
i used felt pen, ball point pen and twistable crayons 
11 x 17 
 
 



 
“Nurturing Deaf Communities.” 
David Call 
Prismacolor pencil.  
It is important to have a strong Deaf community help other Deaf 
communities out by sharing ideas, providing support system, and advocacy 
guidance. For example, Deafhood Foundation travels to different Deaf 
communities and provide Deafhood workshop. Another examples are 
DeVIA curriculum workshops and DeVIA retreats. 
 

 
SigningWings and HomeRoots 
Karen Christie 
Fabric pieces (some painted) on dark blue background (approx 6 x9) 
Theme:  Deafhood Journey 



Description:  The left side of the picture shows a medieval type of castle 
(made black grey wave patterned fabric) with a red cochlea symbol on its 
castle door.  Above is an empty cage with a dark blue swirl fabric bird flying 
out to the right.  On the right side is a tree with a birdhouse.  The birdhouse 
has light blue swirl fabric on its roof and entry hole and an eye button on the 
top. Two light blue swirl birds fly near the entrance. 
 
 

 
Aurello Cruz 
“ASL Birdhouse” 
Size: 8.5 x 11  Materials:Colored Chalk Pastels Sketch Acid Free 

 
 



 
PDurr 
colored pencils and small wooden birdhouse 
 

 
“Birdhouse” 
Rosemary Parker Edwards 
Color pencil  
This is just a little humor. All birds getting together for a social like we do. 



 
 "Martha's House" 
Amy Cohen Efron 
Approx. 22" x 18"  Materials: Wood, glue, paint, and props  
Last summer, I visited Martha's Vineyard and saw beautiful Carpenter's 
Gothic Cottages at Oak Bluffs. I realized about one thing.. This is THE place 
where our Deaf Community in United States began, and a birthplace of 
MVSL. This was our home. I know that today, there is no Deaf people living 
there and I decided to create Martha's House for all of us to visit. The dove 
and butterflies share the home. The white picket fence is to prevent 
predators. It is our home sweet home. 
 
 



 
“Social Network" 
Kathy Fisher-Abraham 
size 9x12 
Medium: construction papers, pop tart box as a birdhouse, primacolor 
pencils, glue/hot glue, cinnomon sticks(for birds to sit on), marker, 
scissor/tape, some photoshop 
The purpose of this is to have a deaf friendly community where the birds can 
meet, socialize, and discuss together , sharing their diverse experiences 
based on their language, culture, food, politics,and support they need,and 
deaf services. The deaf community share everything together and defend 
their deaf world. Examples are Deaf Clubs, Deaf Night Out, NAD, Artists' 
Workshops, National Theatre of the Deaf, Deaf Education workshops, and 
much more. It is nice here with no hassle from Audism or Oppression. 
 



 
Annick Adda-Sarma Gershwin 
11inx14in paper bristol, watercolor. 
 Preservation Sign Language generation to generation. 



 
"49 eyes waiting to fly"  
Jerry Grant AKA Dawah  
9"x12" Ink Drawing 
 

 
“DEAF SCHOOL OF THE BIRDS” 
Hester Hussey 
Drew on a small notebook with coloured pencils 
 
 



 
Paul Kiel 
8" by 10" 
Prismacolor Black Ink on white paper 
This is a Deaf Birdhouse community where birdhouses are named for Deaf 
leaders who brought us together. We remember them and thank them for 
leadership and activism the last 136 plus years. We can add more birdhouses 
for the rest of Deaf people who have contributed to the American Deaf 
Culture! Cheers! 



 
“50 Birdhouses” 
Ellen Mansfield 
Theme: Solidarity/Deaf Rights 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
“Our Earth, Our Home" 
Kellie Martin 
Watercolor, primsacolor pencils/markers and pencils. 
 
 



 
“Birdhouseology" 
Tracey Milo 
12x12 
Tombow Markers and Sakura pens 
Deaf Birds are having a good dose of Freedom, away from AGBers. Fly 
High! Aim for the Sky-- Freedom of Flying Deafies. 
 

 
"Wee morning at Aspen Deaf Camp" 



Laurie Rose Monahan 
dry pastels, charcoal, prismacolor markers 
9x12 
 

 
"We Always Come Home" 
Stevie Naeyaert 
Drawn on iPad w/ Apple Pencil using # Paper53 App # MadeByPaper 
Traced images. 
[image description: Red/orange birdhouse with green trims. Modeled after 
Michigan School for the Deaf Superintendent's Cottage. Birdhouse is on top 
of a wooden log. Two colorful birds are perched on the birdhouse. Words 
"Coming Home". White background.] 
 
 



 
"Empty Deaf Isolated Room"(video) 
Teresa Pegram 
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=De'VIA Central teresa pegram 
Medium:  
New addition is a one-inch sized paper-printed birdhouse that glued with 
cardboard inside to punch hole for a stick contains of a cut toothpick and 
golden wire to be hanging on the pole. 
Description:  
From my window, i enjoyed watching my bell ringing when the wind blows. 
All of sudden i saw bird flew and sat on the top of the pole. It made me feel 
sad that bird didn't scare of the bell ringing....MUST BE DEAF BIRD!!! 
That gave me the idea why not build a birdhouse giving bird a new home. 
Smile! 
 
 
 



 
"Deaf Advocate Communities" 
Nancy Rourke 
oil on canvas 
This painting shows different Deaf advocate communities on a tall pole 
nearby the Volta Bureau in Washington DC. Every night they have a candle 
vigil at their front door. Their lights are on at night, working hard on 
whatever they do. 
 



 
Paul Scearce 
Media: Photography & Photoshop 
 
 

 
 
“Birdhouse—Communicaton” 
Pratigya Shakya 
 



 
“Birdhouse” 
Diane Squires 
Color pencil  
This is just a little humor. All birds getting together for a social like we do. 
 

 
"Welcome"  



Stome Ren Heidi 
5x5 tile  
Wash and sharpie 
 

 
Katy Walker 
Birdhouse, Affirmative 
Primsacolor Pencils: Community  
Without foundation of one or more of these building blocks, Deaf 
Ecosystem (Deaf business) doesnt exist 
 

 
“Darkness becomes Light” 
Shelia Wheadon 



 
"Birdhouse" 
Daniel Winship 
Medium: Digital 
Evening at the Deaf club. 



 
“Birdhouse for the Bird hands “ 
Yusuf Yahya 
Acrylic on Canvas 
8 x 10 inch 
Branch tree hands holding the birdhouse and hand build up to protect for the 
bird hands. 
 
 


